An impressive representation of Habitat Professional Forum during the World Urban Forum – 11 with Madeleine Bauer (GPN), Mahmoud Al Burai (FIABCI), Olutoyin Ayinde (CAP), Brigitte Bariol (MTPA), Richard Blythe (RTPI), Luisa Bravo (CSU), Alison Brown (WIEGO), Lance Jay Brown (CSU), Juaneé Cilliers (ISOCARP), Raquel Tardin Coelho (ICOMOS), Jia Cong (UN-Habitat), Beatrice Crabb (RTPI), Timothy Crawshaw (RTPI), Jose Luis Delgado (UIA), Frank D’hondt (ISOCARP), Diana Dumashie (FIG), Jenna Dutton (CAP), Claus-Peter Echter (ICOMOS), Pietro Elisei (ISOCARP), Li Fan (ISOCARP), Adeline Fauré (MTPA), Victoria Hills (RTPI), Eric Huybrechts (ICOMOS), Milena Ivkovic (CSU), Nicholas Kuhl (CAP), Chhavi Lal (CSU), Ted Liebman (CSU), Piotr Lorens (ISOCARP), Setha Low (CSU), Eleanor Mohamed (co-chair), Kathryn Moore (IFLA), Tristan Morel (AdP-Villes en développement), Peter Oborn (CAA), Mona Rady (chair), Laura Petrella (UN-Habitat), Anna Rubbo (CSU), Noraida Saludin (CAP), Fazle Reza Sumon (CAP), Ishtiaque Zahir Titas (UIA), Didier Vancutsem (IFLA).

HPF organized and participated in several events
HPF organized a Bilateral meeting, a Steering committee, the General Assembly, a Press conference to present the HPF Roadmap, and the Professional Roundtable of the WUF. HPF also participated in The City We Need Now event of the World urban campaign of UN-Habitat (Mona Rady, Didier Vancutsem, Eric Huybrechts, Eleanor Mohammed) and the ONE UN Roundtable Advisory committee. During the General Assembly, Mona Rady (UIA) was re-elected as Chair, and Eric Huybrechts (ICOMOS) was elected as co-chair of HPF.

Events of HPF Members
Members of HPF organized several events during the WUF:

- **CAA/CAP**: A Call to Action on Sustainable Urbanization Across the Commonwealth (with CAP/GPN/CSU): Climate Change and the Role of Cities Redux;
- **CAP**: Cities for Everybody: capacity building for gender-sensitive urban planning;
- **GPN/ECTP-CEU/RTPI**: GPN Global Planners Network assembly;
- **ISOCARP**: The Planning system we need; Making Green Planning Happen; Achieve Agenda 2063 by inclusive urban/territorial planning; Eleven public spaces in Serbia for the SDG-11.
- **ICOMOS**: Memorandum game: Metropolitan heritage education tool; Metropolitan heritage: mobilizing cultural and natural heritage in the metropolis; Presentation of a new publication: “Mémoires urbaines”.
- **MTPA**: NUA and European Urban agenda; European Metropolitan Authorities Annual Forum meeting: Session: A Dialogue on the EU Agenda and the role of metropolitan area; Megacities solutions facing Climate change.
- **UIA**: From the Urban planning and governance to the challenges of recovering Ukrainian cities and territories; UIA2030Award Ceremony.

**A STRONG COMMITMENT OF HABITAT PROFESSIONAL FORUM**